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Proton-spin thermometry at low fields in liquid crystals
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The relaxation rate, resulting from the order-director fluctuation, of the dipolar energy
of benzene proton-spin pairs in a liquid crystal was calculated. I or this mechanism the
ratio T&/T&D is 3. Proton-spin-lattice relaxation times, Tg, Tgx, and TgD, as well as the
transverse and longitudinal magnetization, were measured in the liquid crystals para-octy-
loxybenzoic acid and para-azoxyanisole (PAA). Since the spins on one liquid-crystal mole-
cule are isolated from spins on other molecules, each molecule represents an independent
small ensemble. Although the macroscopic thermodynamics applies to a large sample of
these small ensembles, the spin-temperature concept should only be applied to such systems
with care. In both liquid crystals, the spin-relaxation processes were analyzed using the
concept of spin temperature. It is shown that in PAA the relaxation of Zeeman energy in the
rotating frame is influenced by the proton-to-nitrogen relaxation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent research into the nuclear-spin magnetic
resonance of liquid crystals' has produced many
NMR absorption (cw) and spin-lattice relaxation
data, particularly at high fields. ' " These data
are reasonably well understood. However, spin-
lattice relaxation at low fields (in the rotating
frame) is not understood. An attempt is made in

this paper to study the relaxation phenomena. in
nematics at low fields.

The main difficulty encountered was the extent
of applicability of the concept of spin temperature"
in such systems. In most liquid crystals, the
molecules undergo very fast translational diffu-
sion, thus effectively isolating the spins on one
molecule from other molecules. The spins on in-
dividual molecules are isolated from spins on
other molecules during heat flow from the spins
to the lattice at low fields. Each molecule is there-
fore an independent small ensemble. Although the
macroscopic thermodynamics applies to a large
sample of these small ensembles, the establish-
ment of internal semiequilibrium does depend on
the size of the small ensembles; that is, on the
number of spins in one molecule. Consequently,
the spin-temperature concept should only be ap-
plied to such systems with care.

Spin-lattice relaxation at low fields and the ap-
plicability of the spin-temperature concept was
studied in the liquid crystals para-octyloxybenzoic
acid (POBA), Fig. 1(a), and para-azoxyanisole
(PAA), Fig. 1(b). In POBA the spin-temperature
concept does apply, since the fast dissociation of
the dimer and the association of molecules for the
equilibrium between spins on different molecules,
and the spin-lattice relaxation time in low fields
are much larger than the spin-spin-lattice relaxa-

tion time (T,). On the other hand, in PAA, where
the translational diffusion is fast, although T,z is
some three orders of magnitude larger than T„
the spin temperature should be established in a
way typical for a small system. In addition, in
PAA the spin coupling within one molecule may be
too weak for proper establishment of the spin tem-
perature.

The relaxation in low fields mas studied in the
smectic and nematic phases of PQBA and in the
nematic phase of PAA. The relaxation time of the
dipolar reservoir (T,D) resulting from the order-
director fluctuations was calculated for the proton
pairs on benzene rings. In the case of PAA, the
nitrogen spins had to be considered in order to ex-
plain the low-field relaxation. In particular, the
value of T» at high fields, as measured by the
Jenner-Broekaert"" method, and the apparent
value of &yQ as analyzed from the low-field ex-
periments, are different. This difference is ex-
plained by proton-spin relaxation via N'4 spins.

II. CALCULATION OF RELAXATION TIMES RESULTING

FROM THE ORDER-DIRECTOR FLUCTUATIONS

Compounds which exhibit a nematic liquid-crys-
tal phase are usually composed of long ( 20A) or-
ganic molecules [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. In the
nematic phase, these long molecules tend to align
with one another, yet each molecule isfreetotrans-
late and rotate around its long axis. ' That is, the
nematic phase shows orientational order; the di-
rection of preferred orientation is designated by
the equilibrium order director n, . In a typical
nematic, the molecules in a given region are tipped
nearly randomly by as much as 30 from the axis
given by no. In the presence of a strong magnetic
fieM H„ the equilibrium order director will lie
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nearly parallel to Ho As a result of thermal fluc-
tuations, the instantaneous order director will not
be n, but rather

n(r, t) = n, + 5n(r, t) .
The fluctuations 5n(r, t) are quite effective in re-
laxing spins. This theory was originally presented
by Pincus. ' The calculation of the spin-lattice re-
laxation rate (T, ') and of the spin-lattice relaxa-
tion rate along the rotating frame field (T,z') is
known from a previous work. " '7he calculation
of the dipolar relaxation rate (Tiit) resulting from
the order-director fluctuations is presented here.

The relaxation rates derived below are those for
the weak collision limit. That is, the correlation
time of the fluctuations 7 is much less than T„

and the time-dependent part of the spin Hamilto-
nian is a small perturbation.

In a high magnetic field, the spin Hamiltonian of
a nuclear-spin system with only dipole-dipole in-
teractions may be written as

X=xz+3CD+X,(t),

where X~ is the Zeeman term and XD is the secu-
lar part of the dipole-dipole interaction. That is,
X~ is that part of the total dipolar Hamiltonian XD
which commutes with Xz, and X,(t) is a time-de-
pendent perturbation which describes the interac-
tion of the spin system with the lattice.

Then in the second order the spin-lattice relaxa-
tion rate is given by"

tr(f ([X., X,(f)][x,*(f-~), X.]&,, «}
T1 tr (Xzz}

and the dipolar relaxation rate by

POBA
T= I 26'C
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tr( f"([X'„X,(t)] [X,*(f 7), X',],dr}

TyD tr {X",}

where

X +(t —g ) = e i(& z+ XD)r X (f —7)ei (Kz + ZD)r
1 1

e-izz~x (f )
izzr

This is allowed since X~D«X~. Similarly, in the
rotating reference frame for ~,T «1, the relaxation
rate along the field H, is given by

tr( f"([X»,X(t)] [X*,(t ~), 3Cz]).„dr}

T1X tr fx'}
(3)
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/
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FIG. 1. Typical experimental first derivative of ab-
sorption spectrum of (a) nematic POBA at 126 'C and (b)
of nematic PAA at 130 C. The insert shows the inte-
grated absorption spectrum of nematic PAA at 123 C
separated approximately into three components. The
central line is due to the CH3 protons while the outer
lines are due to the ring-proton pairs.

where X~ is the Zeeman Hamiltonian in the rotat-
ing frame. The symbol ( ),„represents the time
average.

In the present case, since the relaxation is due
to dipolar modula, tion, XD itself is time dependent.
Therefore it is possible to expand XD as

3C =(X ),„+5K (t),

where (Xii),„ is independent of time and 6Xn(t) is
time dependent; 53C~(t) corresponds to X,(t). For
simplicity, (Xii)„will be written as Xii.

For the isolated proton pairs on the benzene
rings present in most liquid crystals, the dipolar
Hamiltonian may be written in terms of the instan-
taneous order director. The order-director fluc-
tua. tions of the form proposed by Pincus can be
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expressed by

n(r, t) = [n, + 6n, (t)] k+ 6n, (t)i + 6n„(t)j.
Neglecting terms of order 6n', it follows that

~& = ~n(1 —Sn,')[l,l, —,'(I', I—,+I,I',)]
and

6X~(t) = -6&usn„6n, [I,I,—,'(I', I,—+I,I',)]
2~o n,—[6n„—i6n„) (I',I, + I,I', )

+(6n„+i6n, ) (I,I 2 +I,I, ))

with ~o = y'8'/&'. Now

X~, K, t X,*t—~, X~ dv
0

may be written as

g [de*, v, 1 f v„'", eelf &d,, le)f;le- l&,.e'"e"d,
0

where

6Xo(t) = Q f~(t)V~,

and V„ is chosen such that

[I Vm] m Vm

For fluctuations in the order director we have

f» = — vo n, 6n» V»" =I+I, +I,i+»

V'=I'I +I I' V '=I I I IY 1 2 1 2P Y 1 2+ 1 2$

Note that V~™= V~™.The substitution of these
results in Eq. (1) produces

+ oo + Oo

(-,'e, )' file (tice (t —, )) e, ' " ' d ( e „li)ll „( —e)l,„e ' "d
)«ao

xtr((I', I, +I',I, )(I,I, +I,I, ))

[tr(I', I,I,I,)+ tr{I',I,I,I, )+ tr(I', I,I,I,}+tr(I', I,I,I, )]
[tr (I»2}+2 tr (I,I,}+tr (I»2}]

where m0 is the resonance frequency and

j(&dd, ) = I (6n, (t)6n, (t —7')

and

tr(I,'I,I,I, )=tr(I', I,I,I,}=tr(I,I,)=0.

+ 6n, (t)6n, (t —v)),„e ' o'dr .
If these values are substituted in the previous ex-
pression we get

For I=-,

tr(I', I,I,I,)=t (I;I,I,I, )=d, tr(I, }=—,
'

1/Tl =
8 noldg) eI(ldlo) .

Similarly

(4}

T1g
P ~ f5

X, n

tr([X~, V„][Vq",Xo])f, (f„(t)f1(t—vj),„e'"~'dv

tr (X"}

=,' n,' &ed~(1 —Sn,'}tr (I;I»I» +I;I»I f + —,
' I»I»I', + ,' I,'I, I» + 'I',—I,I ', + —,

' I,I-', I ', )

x (I,I,I, + I,I,I, + -,'I,I,I, + —,
' I,I,I', + —,

' I,'I,I, d. ,' I,I,I,))J(&u, )/—3&v~2(1—Sn,') .

After this multiplication is performed, 12 non-
zero traces remain for I= -', . These traces total

Thus

1/T, D
= ~n,'a)D2J((u, ) .

In the limit that terms of order 6n' cannot be
ignored, terms V ' =I', I', and V ' =I,l, must be
considered. However, since

tr([X, V 2 ] [V'-", X',]}=-0,

these terms do not contribute to T» (but they con-
tribute to T» and T,). Because of this, the form
of T1D is exact in the limit where benzene ring pro-
ton pairs are truly isolated.

For T1X the procedure is the same, except that
the Hamiltonian is first transformed into the ro-
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tating frame. Then the (V"„)„,are chosen such
that

The final result is

dipolar specific heat to —,
' of its value at low H„

since now the local field H~" = tr(X ~O2}/tr(Mx}
equals 2H~ only. This will happen when the di-
polar and Zeeman energies are already almost;
decoupled, thus effectively speeding up the de-
coupling process. Experimentally it was not pos-
sible to differentiate between the decoupling and
the second secularization (see, for example, Fig. 2).

Thus, one may calculate the ratios

(7)

(3)

This shows that the temperature dependences of
T~, T„and T» from order-director fluctuations
are identical in the limit where we may ignore
terms of order 6n' in 6X~(t).

III. THE THERMOMETRK EQUATION

Several experiments are analyzed using the
thermometric equation. This equation gives the
spin-lattice relaxation in the rotating frame as
the weighted average of T,~, T», and T», con-
sidering the magnitudes of the corresponding
specific heats"' "

where H~ is the local field in the rotating frame
defined by H~ =tr(XO~'}/tr(hfx}. Also T,x is
given by an expression identical to that for T,
except that (d, must be replaced by +, the rotating-
frame angular frequency. This usually makes no
difference since the off-field h =H, -H is much
smaller than B,.

Equation (10) was derived assuming that the
Zeeman system and the dipolar system have a
common spin temperature. This will only be the
case when the energy-level separation in the Zee-
man system at low fields is comparable with that
of the dipolar system. Equation (10) is therefore
expected to hold for 3H~ & H, & H~. Since, in the
liquid crystals, H~ is approximately 1 G, no
coupling between the Zeeman and dipolar reser-
voirs is expected above H,«-5 G. Furthermore,
if at exact resonance the field H, is gradually in-
creased above H~, then at some considerably
larger value, H, +H~, the spins will become quan-
tized along the field H, ." This "second seculari-
zation, "where XD splits into Xog (proportional
to 3I»I» -1, 1,) plus XD~, thus decreases the

IV. EXPERIMENT

TIIa (msec)
I
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II2 2
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H = IGL
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T& = 900 m sec

H( (G)

FIG. 2. 1'&& as a function of H&2 in nematic POBA at
126 C. Each value quoted is accurate to within 5%. The
value (200 msec) at H& =Q is T~D obtained by the Jenner-
Broekaert method. The calculated curves were obtained
using Eq. (11) and modified Eq. (11) (see text).

The liquid crystal POBA was obtained commer-
cially from Frinton Laboratories and was used
without any purification, while the PAA sample
was obtained zone-refined from Princeton Organ-
ics. Both samples were sealed in glass under
vacuum,

The proton cw absorption experiments were
performed with a homemade marginal oscillator
operating at 30 MHz. Typical derivative signals
of both liquid crystals, measured with a 3-sec
time constant in the middle of their nematic re-
gions, are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). From
these absorption lines, the second moments M,
were calculated, and the local field in the rotating
frame, H~ = (M, /3)'~', was evaluated for POBA.
At 126'C, H~ of POBA is 1.00 +0.08 G and does
not vary throughout the nematic phase. Its value
in the smectic phase is the same. PAA may have a
slightI. y temperature-dependent H~. Its value,
which was determined by a pulse experiment (see
the Appendix), is 0.82 +0.10 G at 123 'C, and 0.75
+0.10 at 132 C. It should be mentioned that it
is not correct to use the relation H~" = -', M, when
two spin species are present. " In particular, if
the second spin is larger than —,', the relation may
be quite complicated.

The relaxation time of the dipolar energy was
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measured. directly by means of the 90'- 45'-45'
pulse sequence of Jeener and Broekaert" (JB) on

a Bruker pulse spectrometer with phase-sensitive
detection at 30 MHz. The T,~

measurements were
made on a Spin Lock Electronics single-coil co-
herent spectrometer at 33 MHz. Rotating fields
between 0.5 and 12 G were used. The phase de-
tection was employed.

The dependence of T, on the strength of the
rotating field H, at exact resonance is shown for
POBA in Fig. 2. The data at low H, for both liq-
uid crystals are shown in Fig. 3. The results
are for the nematic phase. The "saturation" of
T, at fields above 5 G can be seen clearly for
POBA in Fig. 2. The behavior of T, ~

in the smectic
'phase of H)BA is very similar to its behavior in
the nematic phase. The high-H, relaxation of PAA
is shown in Fig. 10.

The temperature dependence of Tl and of TfD,
together with Tf p

taken at H, = 6 + 0.3 G of POBA
and of PAA are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respective-
ly. As we can see, all relaxation times depend
similarly on temperature in both liquid crystals.
Such a behavior is suggested by Eqs. (V)-(9). It
is worth noting that in POBA, T, extrapolated to
zero H, is equal to T» as determined by the JB
method (Fig. 3). On the other hand, in PAA the
extrapolated T, and T» determined at the high
field by the JB method are not equal (Fig. 3). The
difference is quite substantial. We will use the
notation T, (0) for the apparent T,n extrapolated
from Tfp field dependence. For example, in PAA
at 124'C, T, (0) equals 290+30 msec, while T,D

is 410+20 msec (Fig. 3). That this results from
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FIG. 4. Tf, Tfp and. TfD in the smectic, nematic, and
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FIG. 3. Strong-coupling relaxation for POBA and
PAA at small rotating fields (0.7 & Hf &2.5 G). For
POBA the extrapolated value Tf p (at Hf =0) is equal
(within experimental accuracy) to TfD measured by the
JB method. For PAA the extrapolated value is larger
(by - 30%) than the Tfa rate measured by the JB method.
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FIG. 5. Tf, Tf p and TfD in the nematic and isotropic
phases of PAA. The precision is better than 5%.
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some unknown experimental aberration seems un-
likely, since this difference was observed in the
nematic phase on several different PAA samples
measured with three different spectrometers.

T,~
was also determined at an effective field

H ff of 10.4 + 0.3 G, that is, at H, = 3.0 + 0.2 G, and
10 + 0.2 G off-resonance. In this experiment
the magnetization growth along the large field H,
was measured by adding a 90' reading pulse sever-
al T, after the spin-locking pulse. The result is
shown in Fig. 6 and explained in Sec. V E.

The resonance condition was determined ac-
curately (+0.1 G) by applying a rf pulse of a few
gauss and several seconds long. In Fig. 7 such a
determination is shown. There the value of Mx
measured after a 2.8~0.2 G field pulse of 3.1 sec
duration is shown as a function of the off-fieM h.
The experimental Mx values are shown together
with the calculated behavior. This point will be
discussed in Secs. VB and VE.

The temperature dependence of the ratios T,/T»
and T,/T» for POBA and PAA are plotted in Figs.
8 and 9, respectively.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Spin-temperature concept

Both liquid crystals studied have T, and T,
&

some
three orders of magnitude longer than T,. Thus,
the spin-spin equilibrium appears to be established
quickly compared to the spin-lattice equilibrium.
This process in POBA is believed to be uniform
throughout the sample; that is, the equilibrium is
established quickly among different spin groups
on a particular molecule, as well as among neigh-
boring molecules. This is possible because the
translational diffusion is slow"; consequently,
the intermolecular interactions provide for the

heat flow between the molecules. Another possi-
bility is the rapid exchange of monomers which
form the liquid-crystal molecule (dimer). " The
protons on a given monomer are exchanged in a
time interval of one T, between many dimers.
In this way they come into thermal contact with
spins on many different molecules. " In PAA,
the intermolecular interactions are averaged out
because of fast translational diffusion. " As a
result, the PAA molecules are isolated one from
another. In addition, the inter proton couplings
between the CH, groups and the spin pairs on the
benzene ring on one PAA molecule may be too
weak to allow the establishment of a common spin
temperature, as we now show.

The criteria for the existence of a spin tempera-
ture different from the lattice temperature are"
that (a) the time required to establish internal
equilibrium (this time is loosely characterized
by T,) must be much shorter than the time re-
quired to establish equilibrium with the lattice
(T, or T,p); (b) an energy-conserving mechanism
must be present which allows a redistribution of
populations (that is, the density matrix must be
able to evolve to a Boltzmann form under the
constraint of conservation of energy); (c) the
total energy of the spin system (in the absence
of spin-lattice relaxation) is the only constant of
the motion.

Before the validity of these conditions in the
liquid crystal PAA were examined, we checked to
see whether the spin-temperature concept could
be rejected on the basis of a nonexponential decay
of the magnetization in either of the transient ex-
periments. Such nonexponentiality was not ob-
served. %'e a1so checked for a variation in T,
with distance from the 90' pulse. The free-induc-
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FIG. 6. Analysis of experimental T~z measured 10 0
off-resonance.

FIG. 7. Variation of M~ as a function of the off-field
h. The pulse of H&

——2.8 6 was 3.1 sec long. The full
line shows the calculated variation (equation in the text).
Readings are accurate within + 8%.
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tion decay. (FID) was sampled 30 and 140 p, sec
after the 90' pulse. At 120 C the results of mea-
surements at 35 MHz are: T,(30 p, sec) =1.56 sec
and T, (140 p, sec) =1.52 sec. At 131'C the values
are: T,(30 gsec) =1.50 sec and T,(140 psec) =1.48
sec. Although ten measurements were taken at
each setting, the resulting T, difference is not
conclusive since the accuracy of measured Ty
was +2go.

The insert in Fig. 1(b) shows the absorption sig-
nal for nematic PAA decomposed into three ab-
sorption lines. The outer lines are attributed
to the isolated proton pairs located on the benzene
rings. The central peak comes from the protons
of the CH, groups which reorient very quickly
around their C3 axis, as well as around the long
molecular axis. Since the absorption lines from
the protons in the two distinct environments are
noncoincident, the contribution of the CH, protons
to the free-induction decay will be different than
the contribution of the benzene-ring protons. The
variation in T, along FID would therefore indicate
that T, (CH, ) is different from T, (benzene-proton
pairs).

If a T, of the order of 1 sec is attributed to the
benzene-ring protons, there remain two possi-
bilities for T, of the CH, protons. The first pos-
sibility is that the CH, protons are essentially
isolated from the ring protons and relax indepen-
dently. Since the possible variation of T, is less
than 2% the T, of the CH, would also have to be
of the order of 1 sec. This is most unlikely. In
the solid, near the solid-to-nematic phase transi-
tion, w„ the correlation time for C, reorientation,
was already too short for effective relaxation.
That is, since coo'~', & 1 we have Ty cc 7,. In the
nematic phase, it is expected that ~3 will be even

shorter. Thus, in the nematic phase we would
expect (T, )

' &0.1 sec '. Certainly there remains
the diffusion, which is quite effective, but not
effective enough, and will be discussed in Sec. VD.
The second possibility is that CH, protons relax
via the benzene protons. The time constant which
characterizes the energy flow between the CH3
protons and the benzene-ring protons must be of
the same order as T, (ring protons) or shorter
for a T, difference to be discernible. If this trans-
fer took much longer than T, (ring proton), obvious
nonexponentiality would be present.

If T, (CH, ) 0 T,(benzene-proton pairs), then the
nematic PAA could not be described rigorously
by the spin-temperature concept at high fields.
The failure to observe such a difference with
significant accuracy indicates that the temperature
of the CH, -proton spins is at least approximately
equal to the temperature of the benzene-ring-pro-
ton spins. Such a difference was also not observed
in POBA. However, in POBA, only~ of the pro-
tons are on the benzene rings, and such a small
difference would be difficult to observe experi-
mentally.

An attempt was made to detect such a variation
in T» of PAA with the 90'-45'-45 pulse technique.
In this sequence, the first 90'-45 pulse pair
transfers order from the Zeeman to the dipolar
system. The second 45 pulse is a read pulse that
samples the order present in the dipolar system.
T» is then measured by varying the spacing be-
tween the two 45' pulses while keeping the 90'-45'
pulse spacing ~ constant. It can be shown" "
that the amount of order transferred to the dipolar
system is proportional to [dG(t)/dt], „where
G(t) is the free-induction-decay shape. Thus, by
varying 7., the amount of order that is transferred
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FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of Tf/TfD and Tf/Tfx
for POBA. The calculated ratios for the ODF relaxation
of benzene pairs are 3 and 2.5, respectively.

FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of Tf/TfD and Tf/T fx
for PAA. The value for Tfx taken at Hf ——6 G, contains a
small cross relaxation (Nf4 to H) effect.
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to each of the two dipolar systems —the CH, sys-
tem and the proton-pair system —is varied. This
,is because the two contributions to the free-induc-
tion decay will not have the same slope every-
where. Experimentally, no detectable variation
in T» was found. This indicates that T»(CH, )
= T»(benzene-proton pairs). It must then be con-
cluded that the time constant which characterizes
the energy flow between the two dipolar systems
must be shorter than T» (410 msec). This may
be explained by the fact that, in nematic PAA,
the possible breakdown of the spin temperature
could be connected with all three requirements
for its establishment. Condition (c) is the most
flexible of these requirements. In many cases,
parts of the total Hamiltonian commute with the
Zeeman Hamiltonian, for example, [Xn, X~]=0.
But [Xoo, Xn) &0 and [Xx,Xn]&0. Thus, if it were
not for Xn, both (Xon) and (Xx) would separately
be constants of the motion. The presence of XD,
however, couples these two reservoirs so that
they come to equilibrium at a common tempera-
ture. In a high field, however, this coupling is
so weak that it is permissible to talk about inde-
pendent spin temperature for the Zeeman and
dipolar energy reservoirs.

In PAA the coupling between the ring-proton
spins and the CH, proton spins is too strong for
their respective temperatures to be considered as
independent, yet it may not be strong enough for
the establishment of a common temperature. It
is possible that the Zeeman spin temperature ex-
hibits a small spin-temperature gradient across
the molecule. The absence of such a "gradient"
in the dipolar temperature is related to condition
(b). Since the energy levels in the two dipolar
systems are essentially coincident, a redistribu-
tion of population within the dipolar system is not
hampered by energy considerations. Such may not
be the case for the two Zeeman systems (CH, and
benzene protons) at high fields.

The separated absorption spectrum (Fig. 1)
shows that there is only a small overlap of the
central CH, peak and. either of the pair spectrum
peaks. The major mechanism for an exchange of
energy between these two Zeeman systems is a
spin flip-flop involving one spin in each system.
Thus, of the possible mutual spin flips, all but
a few percent are forbidden by the conservation
of energy. Therefore, .if we assume that the trans-
fer time at high fields is about equal to T, (1 sec),
then, for the dipolar reservoir, the transfer time
should be shorter by one order of magnitude (100
msec). Thus, complete internal equilibrium be-
tween the Zeeman systems should not be expected
until after a time of the order of seconds and, for
the dipolar systems, not until after a time of the

for POBA and

+——(CH„CH„and H)
36 1

1

1 8 1 6 1—(expt) = ——(ring protons) +——(CH, )
Tl 14 Tl 14 T

for PAA.

Considering that the possible T, difference is
&2%, we shall freely use the concept of spin tem-
perature in the analysis of experimental data.

B. Spin thermometry

When applying the spin-temperature concept in
the rotating frame at rotating fields where equi-
librium between the Zeeman and dipolar energy
reservoirs exists, H, -H~, the thermometric
equation (10) at exact resonance reads

In Fig. 2 we see that the contact between the
Zeeman and dipolar energy reservoirs in POBA
breaks down above H, & 4H~. That is, the field
dependence of T, is governed by Eq. (11)
only in a limited range of H, near H~. A steeper
increase of Typ between 2 and 4 G, than pre-
dicted by (11), the solid line in Fig. 2, is inter-
preted as the effect of breaking the contact and
possibly of second secularization. The dotted
line is the calculated behavior considering the
second secularization. At higher fields (H, &5H~),
the contact between the two reservoirs does not
exist and T, becomes T». In the case of POBA
an upper limit exists as H, increases. The rate
Tyx obtained as the upper l imit of T,~, is the n
used to analyze for T»' [Eq. (11)]; It is encourag-
ing that in POBA the "zero H, limit" of T, , T,z(0),
is equal to T» measured independently by the
JB method (see Fig. 3).

A similar approach fails in PAA (Fig. 3), where
it was found that T, (0) & T». In the nematic phase
of PAA, T» measured by the three-pulse sequence
was independent of temperature and equal to 410
+20 msec. On the other hand, T, (0) is only 290
+30 msec at 124 C. This discrepancy is explained

order of hundreds of milliseconds. In spite of
the fact that T, «T„ internal equilibrium may not
be established quickly enough for the rigorous ap-
plication of the spin-temperature concept.

In view of the above discussion, if the transfer
time were shorter than T„ the order-director
fluctuation contribution to Ty would be related to
the experimental Tl as follows:

1 8 1—(expt) = ——(ring protons)
Tl 44 Tl
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by relaxation via N" spins, following a discussion
of relaxation mechanisms in POBA. In addition to
this difference, the H, field dependence of T, in
PAA does not appear to have an upper limit at
high H, . This implies that, when the contact with
the dipolar reservoir is lost, T» remains slightly
field dependent. Since H~ is only 0.8 G, this
happens around H, -3 G. This field dependence of

T» is explained by relaxation via N" spins in
Sec. VD, where the relaxation mechanisms in PAA
are discussed.

It follows from Eq. (10) that, to determine T, (0)
from the H, dependence of T, , it is necessary to
know the "off-field" accurately or, preferably,
to perform the experiment at exact resonance.
Resonance may be determined quite accurately
(+0.1 G) by measuring the equilibrium spin tem-
perature in the rotating frame.

Spin-temperature theory predicts that, in the
rotating frame, the inverse spin temperature P
is related to the inverse lattice temperature P~
through the relation"

Pp= PihHo/(h +AH, +5Hi ),
where

g= T,z/T, x and 5= T,~/T, ~.

(12)

The transverse magnetization after a rf pulse of
strength H„which is long compared to Tyz will
thus be given by

Mxo =MohH, /(h'+AH, +5HI' ). (12a)

Thus, at exact resonance, h=0 and Mgp:0. Fig-
ure 7 shows Mgp of POBA as a function of k for
a 2.8-G-field pulse 3.1 sec long. It should be noted
that Eq. (12) is valid only if H,«&3H~. Since H,
is already 2.8 G, Eq. (12a) reduces to

M», = Mob H, /(h' + 2.3H ', )

for h &2 G. The dependence of M~p on h is in
qualitative agreement with Eq. (12b). Similar
data on PAA are discussed in Sec. VE.

(12b)

C. Relaxation in POBA

The order-director fluctuations (ODF) relax
the eight phenyl protons on a POBA molecule
in a manner discussed by Pincus. ' Since the
molecular axis reorientation reduces the CH,
and CH, local fields considerably, their ODF re-
laxation is not as strong as for the phenyl pro-
tons (For this .reason the ODF relaxation of
these proton groups should be considered separate-
ly. Due to the lack of information, we shall treat
them as one group in our model. ) A crude esti-
mate for the ODF relaxation in POBA should be
the value found for PAA, which is -1 sec" at high

fields in the middle of the nematic phase. The
total relaxation rate measured at high fields in
POBA is equal to 1.1 + 0.1 sec ' at 126 'C. From
this we conclude that ODF relaxation in POBA
may be a contributing mechanism. The measured
rate in POBA, however, shows no frequency de-
pendence in the range 17-33 MHz, which is dif-
ferent from the observed &p

' ' dependence in
PAA."' It should be noted that, since the POBA
dimer is considerably longer than the PAA mole-
cule, the hydrodynamic limit is reached for POBA
at smaller q than in PAA. As a result, Lubensky's
hydrodynamic integral, which gives the frequency
dependence, is considerably smaller for POBA
than for PAA. "' Because of this, the relaxation
in POBA should be carefully examined.

The total rate of high fields can be approximately
written as a sum of an ODF relaxation rate and an
unknown (white spectrum) relaxation R~:

R oDF Rz (13a)

If the protons are separated into a phenyl group
(b) and a (CH„CH, ) group (m), Eq. (13a) becomes

T, ' = ~R one (b) +~Ronp (m) +R (13b)

A similar equation can be written for the Zeeman
relaxation rate in the rotating frame. If it is. as-
sumed that all the protons in POBA have (T,/
T»)on„equal to 2.5 [Eq. (7)j, and that a, white
spectrum relaxation has (T,/T») equal to 1, we
obtain

Tlx = 2, 5RpDF +Rz (14a)

or, if the protons are regrouped, and the T,/T, z
of 2.5 is taken for the phenyl protons only,

T,z =2.5~Ron„(b) +a~Ron„(m) +R~, (14b)

T,x = 2.5RODF +Rz+Rs. (14c)

In a similar way, the relaxation rate of the di-
polar reservoir can be analyzed. If the following
assumptions are made: T»/T» =3 for all protons
relaxed by ODF; the ratio for the white mechanism
is 2; and the ratio for the slow mode is labeled

where a is an unknown constant (1 &a &2.5).
Before proceeding with a similar analysis of

TyD we should note that in POBA the experimental
ratio T,/T» is larger than 2.5 in the low-tempera-
ture part of the nematic phase (Fig. 8). Conse-
quently, the relaxation mechanisms introduced
above cannot explain the experiment. A third
mechanism, which is too slow to relax the Zeeman
reservoir at high fields (~,T» 1) but fast enough
to relax the Zeeman reservoir at low fields (thus
independent of H„u, v«1), has to be introduced. "
Equation (14a.) becomes
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c, we obtain (1/T, x)N s =~ MR(N-H)/H', T, (N) (16}

T]D = 3RpDF +2Rz + CR s ' (15a)

D. Relaxation in PAA

If the protons are grouped, Eq. (15a) becomes

T» = We3Ron„(b) +(1 —We)dRon„(m) +2RR+cRR,

(15b)

where 8'~ is the dipolar weight of the phenyl

group, We =~MR(b)/MR(POBA), and d is an un-
known constant, 2 & d &3.

Equations (13a), (14c), and (15a), with the con-
stant c equal to 2, were solved for RpDF Rz and

R~ at four temperatures in the nematic phase
(Table I). It should be mentioned that the constant
c has to be larger than 1.5 to keep all the relaxa-
tion rates positive. The constant c is, in general,
limited between 1 and 2, with c =2 for a high-
field white process (+,7«I) and c =1 for a low-
fieM white process which is not far from the ex-
tremum (~,7 &1).

The results given in Table I should be considered
as illustrative. All processes show only mild
temperature dependence and RpDF is likely to be
(through the order parameter) most temperature
dependent.

+H" 1
L T

(17)

Thus at small H„up to -3 at exact resonance, a
plot of (Hf +1}/T,p

vs H'„, which is obtained by
dividing (17) by H~, will have an intercept of

in the limit y', H', T,(N}R»1. The second moment

M, (N-H) is equal to

S S+1)
M, (N H)="',"g&", "(I-3co"8,)

~ p ~jk'

where y, is the proton gyromagnetic ratio, y ~
is the nitrogen gyromagnetic ratio, S=1 (nitrogen
spin), and T, (N) is the T, for nitrogen. Since
T,(N)-2x10 ' sec, the condition yRlH', T', (N)»1
was always satisfied in our experiments. " The
factor ~ arises from the fact that only 4 (first
neighbors to nitrogen) of 14 proton spins are
relaxed by this mechanism. Since in PAA the
quadrupole splitting of the N" NMR absorption
lines is -1000 G, Eq. (16}is valid to a good ap-
proximation.

Then, at exact resonance, for H, - H~1, 1 R
4 M, (N-H)

Equation (11) can be written in the following
form:

1 1 4 MR(N-H)

T,p(0) T,D 14 Hi" T,(N)
' (18)

(1 +H'„)T, '= HRT, X+T,D,

if the reduced field H„'= H', /H~" is introduced.
A plot of the above equation for POBA and PAA
is shown in Fig. 3. For PAA the intercept T, '(0)
is explained by proton relaxation via N" spins.
For such a mechanism, the contributions to the
Zeeman relaxation will be given by"

The slope is the proton-proton Zeeman relaxation
T»'. This slope (Fig. 3) equals 1.1 sec '. At high
fields Eq. (17) is replaced by

1 1 4 MR(N-H) 1
T

p Tx „„14 T(N) H',
' (19)

It follows that at high H, fields (H, » H~) the effect
of proton-to-nitrogen relaxation can be obtained

TABLE I. POBA and PAA: Spin-lattice relaxation rates at 33.7 MHz in the nematic phase
(in sec ~).

7 (.C)

POBA data

T f (expt. ) &oDF(calc. ) Rz(calc. ) T~(expt. ) R ~ (calc. ) T&& (expt. )

110
120
130
140

1.35~ 0.06
1.19+ 0.06
0.95+ 0.05
O.91+O. O5

0.9
0.6
0.2
0.2

0.4
0.6
0.8
0 7

4.8+ 0.3
3.2 +0.2
2.3 + 0.2
2.2 + 0.2

2.0
1.1
1.1
1..0

7.7+0.4
5.3+0.3
4.3+0.2
4.0+ 0.2

PAA data

120
125
130
134

0.60 + 0.04
0.58 + 0.04
0.53+ 0.04
0.54+ 0.05

0.7
o.6
0.7
0.8

0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1

1.2+ 0.1
1.1 + 0.1
1.1+0.1
1.2 + 0.1

0, 3
0 4
0.3
0.1

2.6+ 0.1
2.5+ 0.1
2.4 + 0.1
2.4+ 0.1
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from the slope of a T, '-vs-H, ' diagram (Fig. 10).
The proton relaxation (T,x)„„is then the intercept.
We note that the intercept and slope roles are re-
versed in a high-Hy plot compared with a low-Hy
plot. It should be noted that if relaxation times
are long, the high-field regime may not be acces-
sible because of heating problems. In Eq. (18)
the first term is the dipolar rate, which was mea-
sured by the JB method and found to be tempera-
ture independent, T,~ =2.5+0.2 sec '. The experi-
mental T, '(0) is 3.5 +0.3 sec '. With these data
at 124 'C the ratio ~4 M, (N H)/H-~" T, (N) is found to
be 1 sec '. If the calculated second moment of
(1+0.5) x10 ' G' and the experimental H~' and

T,(N) (see Ref. 24) are used, the ratio is found

to be 2.1+0.5 sec ', in fair agreement with the
experimentally derived value of 1 sec '.

In conclusion we observe that an agreement ex-
ists between the low-H, experiment (strong cou-
pling, Fig. 3) and the high-H, experiment (Zeeman
and dipolar energies not coupled, Fig. 10}. These
data show that the proton rotating-frame Zeeman
reservoir is relaxed partially via nitrogen. The
magnitude of this coupling is very small, though,
and can be neglected at larger fields Hl e.g. ,
at Hy 3 G the proton-to-nitrogen rate at 124 'C

is only

-1 4Tl =~RoDp +Rz (20)

and for the Zeeman rotating-frame rate at larger

1.30

PA A (l30 C)

I.24 — INTERCEPT = 1.09 a .04 sec '

I.I8
I
O
Ol

=(0.16 a 0.08) sec '.
~ ~ ~

1X N-H 1 1

For this reason, in analyzing the relaxation rates,
including T», at larger H, the proton-to-nitrogen
relaxation can be neglected.

In analogy to the approach in analyzing POBA
rates, and assuming that to a good approximation
the CH, intragroup rate is negligible, we have

H,

Tax v2 5RoDp +Rz'

The dipolar relaxation is then

Tlu=Wa Rom + Rzy

(21a)

(22a)

where W~-0.88 is the weight of benzene protons.
It is equal to &[M,(b)/M, (PAA)]. To obtain a con-
sistent solution of Eqs. (20)-(22a), we have to
introduce a slow relaxation rate R~ in Eq. (21a)
and c times Rz in Eq. (22a), in analogy to POBA.
The Eqs. (21a) and (22a) thus read

and

T» =g2.5RoDF +Rz+Rs

T,D
= W~3RoDF +2Rz+cR z.

(21b)

(22b}

Since only three unknowns can be determined from
Eqs. (20), (21b}, and (22b), we set c equal to 2.
The results are given in Table I. The advantage
of the PAA example is that data on partially deu-
terated samples of PAA (CD, ) are also avail-
able. "" The comparison has been made with the
T j data obtained at 56 and 24 MHz . The pr oton
relaxation rate is in both cases temperature in-
dependent and equals 0.83 sec ' at 24 MHz and 0.62
sec ' at 56 MHz. " This would imply that all the
temperature dependence is due to the intra- and
inter-molecular relaxation of the CH, group.

Considering the frequency dependence' is Av "'
+B, we interpolated the experimental rates of
deuterated sample PAA (CD, ) evaluated at 24 and

56 MHz to 33 MHz and obtained 0.77 sec '. For
such a molecule, formula. (20) would read

T& =RoD& +Rz &

where RoD„should be about the same as for a
PAA (CH, ) molecule, but R~ is considerably
smaller. Approximating Rz by half the value
obtained from the PAA (CH, ) results, the following
rate is obtained:

T, ' = (RODF)120, 125,130 + p(Rz)120-13o &

T, ' =0.68+-,'(0.18}=0.77 sec '.
The good agreement, which is no doubt accidental,
indicates that the values of rates analyzed from
the three relaxation rates are reasonably good.

I.06—

LOO

0.0 3.0 6.0 9.0
IQQ}t H 2 (G 2)

I2.0 I5.0

FIG. 10. Proton-relaxation rate in the rotating frame
at high II~ fields (H&»H~) at exact resonance for PAA
in the nematic phase at 130 C.

E. Off-resonance experiments in PAA

Typ was also measured off -resonance as a
further check on Eq. (10). T, may be measured
off-resonance by the conventional spin-locking
technique (a 90 pulse followed by a variable-
length phase-shifted-90 field pulse). However,
the equilibrium magnetization in the rotating
frame is nonzero if h 40. Thus at exact resonance,
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dMx 1
dt T1p

while off-resonance

dM» 1
(M»0 —M»),

1p

where M», is given by Eq. (12a). When the effects
of proton relaxation via the nitrogen spins are
considered, Eq. (12a) has to be modified by sub-
stituting

1 1 4 M2(N-H)

T,» T,» as 14 (H', +h')T, (N)

Then for large effective fields, Eq. (12a} becomes
for PAA

M = MJgH h'+ H'+-
T,„' 14 T, (N}

It should be noted, however, that for H, 1 the
cross term is much smaller than the rotating-
frame Zeeman term; e.g. , at H1 of 3 G the term
H', /T» is -9, while the term ~lM, (N-H) /T, ( N) is
only -1. When h )H„greater sensitivity (more
signal) is obtained by measuring M» rather than

M~. The measurement of M~ is accomplished by
the addition of a 90 "read pulse" at a time ap-
proximately 5T, after the field pulse. " Mi will
obey

dM, 1
T ( zo™»»

1p

where

M =M h' O'+EH' —'*
)14 T (N)

when H,«) Hi .

T 1 p
measured off -re sonance did behave qualita-

tively as expected, increasing from T» at reso-
nance (H'„»1) to T« far from resonance.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The reported study of proton-spin relaxation
in the nematics POBA and PAA at low fields has
shown that the spin-temperature concept must be
applied to liquid crystals with care. In both POBA
and PAA, it was observed that the semiequilibrium
between spins on one molecule appears to be es-
tablished properly. That is, the CH, protons and
the ring protons appear to have the same spin
temperature. We believe that the application of
the spin-temperature concept is a reasonable ap-
proximation.

The dipolar relaxation rate for the relaxation
mechanism introduced by Pincus of benzene-proton
pairs in a liquid crystal was calculated. The

ratios T,/T» =3 and T»/T»=-', were determined.
The relaxation rates T1 T1x and T» were

analyzed in POBA and PAA. In both materials a
qualitative understanding of the experimental data
was reached when it was assumed that a small
(Rz-0.3 sec ') slow molecular mechanism relaxes
the dipolar energy reservoir and the Zeeman en-
ergy reservoir in the rotating frame. In PAA,
where the relaxation in the rotating frame is in-
fluenced by a proton-to-nitrogen relaxation, care
was taken to properly separate the proton-to-
nitrogen rate from the measured rate. This was
made possible by the use of the spin-temperature
concept in the rotating frame.
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APPENDIX

The dependence of M„on the strength of the
rotating field H, and on the local field Hi in the
case of a spin-locking pulse sequence can be de-
rived starting from the equations given in Gold-
man's book. "

If a system is initially in equilibrium, the
density matrix can be expressed as

oi 1 PfKj ~

Now if the system undergoes a sudden change
(in a time t «T, ), the Hamiltonian will change
but the density matrix will not change. The system
will approach a new equilibrium with an inverse
temperature

pi = Tr((r, Rf)/T-rÃi.

Initially, the Hamiltonian is given by

3C = (doIg +XD .

This Hamiltonian is not changed by the 90- pulse.
After a field H, has been applied in the x direc-
tion, the Hamiltonian becomes

X = &1Ig +Kg) .
The effect of the 90' pulse can be expressed as

o; =R(8)(1 —
PL, (vol, )R"(8) =1 —P~(vol„,

where R(8) is the transformation operator and

(1 —Pico, I,) is the initial density matrix.
After a field pulse, P evolves to

P, TrM,'HOH, /TrM',
H,'TrM /TrM'+ TrZ' /TrM'
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This can be further simplified by introducing

TrM'„/TrM', = l and Tr3C~/TrM', =H~2;

therefore

L3, = P,.H, H, /(H', +H,") .

Now since p H, ~M, and p~H, ~ M„ it follows that

M, = MOH', /(H', +Hi ) .
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